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Five Things to Watch in Hawks-Bucks

By Michael Cunningham  

The Atlanta Journal-Constitution 

5:22 p.m. Friday, April 16, 2010 

Five Things to Watch

when the Hawks-Bucks playoff series opens Saturday at Philips Arena:

1. Starting the series strong usually means a good finish. The winners of Game 1 in NBA best-of-seven 

series have gone on to win the series 79 percent of the time (309 of 393). That’s good news for the 

Hawks. They posted a 34-7 home record during the regular season, second in the Eastern Conference to 

Cleveland.

2. The Hawks want to get defensive stops and rebounds in order to get out in the open floor, where the 

Bucks can’t match their athleticism. Bucks coach Scott Skiles would prefer a more deliberate pace 

(though the Bucks can go to a smaller lineup). If the games are played at an up-tempo, that probably 

means the Hawks are running and dunking and the Bucks are in trouble.

3. Hawks forward Marvin Williams had his least productive season since he was a rookie in 2005-06. He 

showed flashes of returning to form over the final two months, only to fall back into stretches where he 

wasn’t a factor. If Williams can bring consistent defensive energy, rebounding and shooting -- or even 

one of those three -- the Hawks could roll.

4. In three games against Atlanta since he was traded to the Bucks, John Salmons scored 32, 32, and 28 

points. If both he and Brandon Jennings are lighting it up, that creates a dilemma for the Hawks. Do they 

put Joe Johnson on Jennings but leave Salmons to a lesser defender? Do they put Mo Evans on 

Salmons, possibly sacrificing scoring for defense?

5. How will the rookie perform? No, not Hawks guard Jeff Teague, but playoffs neophyte Jamal Crawford. 

He’s in the postseason for the first time in 10 seasons. Crawford likes the spotlight and is capable of 

scoring eruptions. If anything, he’ll be energized by the bigger stage.
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